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Abstract

in a man-made computer, but as DNA, a sequence
of small molecules called nucleotides (also known as

The CYRENE project seeks to address the funda-

bases ). A chain of the four types of nucleotides (writ-

mental problem of determining de novo the func-

ten A, T, C, and G) can be decoded to tell the cell

tion of regulatory sequence by developing the cis-

how to make a specic protein. This code is simple

Lexicon, a database of known cis-regulatory modules,

and unambiguous. What is not so simple and thus far

the cis-Browser, a next-generation regulatory genome

imperfectly understood is the code which tells when

browser, and a library of tools for assisting in the an-

to make (express ) the protein.

notation pipeline. The cis-Lexicon will be a compre-

The cell has machinery which recognizes where a

hensive catalog of experimentally-validated gene reg-

protein "recipe" (gene ) begins and starts the rst

ulatory knowledge, designed to be a foundation and

phase (transcription ) of the decoding process, and

benchmark for future prediction algorithms. The cis-

the expression of a protein is largely determined by

Browser is a high-speed integrative environment for

helping (activating ) or hindering (repressing ) this

viewing and annotating all types of genomic infor-

process. A class of proteins called transcription fac-

mation. It is capable of displaying data from the cis-

tors bind to particular substrings of DNA and inter-

Lexicon, public online databases, BLAST hits, and

act with this machinery to regulate the transcription

precomputed comparative genomics analyses. To aid

of (usually) nearby genes.

annotators' entry of information into the cis-Lexicon,

Case studies of the regulatory regions of several

we are developing high-throughput tools for nding

hundred genes has revealed certain facts about the

relevant literature and assisting in the extraction of

arrangement of these binding sites.

correct information.

We suggest several algorithms

expands. The CYRENE project is being carried out

1.1 Binding Sites

in cooperation with Eric Davidson at the California

The rst DNA-binding molecules that biologists dis-

Institute of Technology.

covered were "restriction enzymes," which cut DNA

to analyze the cis-regulatory data as the cis-Lexicon

at a very specic sequence, such as Eco RI, which
cuts every GAATTC it nds.
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Background

Some restriction en-

zymes will cut a few nearly identical sites, such as
Sal I, which cuts CCAGG and CCTGG. The concept

Most of the processes of life are carried out by

of consensus sequence was invented to handle both

molecules called proteins (and in some cases, en-

of these types of enzymes.

zymes ).

Every cell has inside itself a database of

and G, extra letters were dened to represent this

instructions for creating these molecules, called its

ambiguity of sites. Once W was made to stand for A

genome.

or T, Sal I could be said to bind to CCWGG. This

This database is stored not as bits like
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In addition to A, T, C,

rows and 6 columns).

The score of a possible site

is assigned by adding together the values from each
column which correspond to the bases at each position.

This assumes that each base contributes in-

dependently, which, while not true in fact, is a reasonable approximation [2]. The logarithm of the observed base frequencies has been shown to be proportional to the binding energy contribution of the
bases [3], so there is clear biological signicance to
using these values as the weights of the matrix. Typically the matrices are tuned to handle biased genome
Figure 1: Binding sites

composition (e.g., if a genome has very many As, then
a position which is usually A is not necessarily signicant) by dividing the observed frequencies by the

representation of binding sites was concise yet accu-

background frequencies.

rate, because even the enzymes that bound to more
than one sequence bound to all perfect matches and

1.2 Motif-Finding

no sites with even a single base mismatched [19].
In contrast, a transcription factor generally binds
to a variety of similar sequences.

None of the existing methods of representing a bind-

There are often

ing site can predict which sites are functional. Unlike

dierences between any two sites for the same factor.

restriction enzymes, which have an eect by them-

For example, Su(H) has seven known binding sites in

selves, transcription factors only work by aecting

spgcm, made up of six unique sequences (i.e., only one

the transcription machinery. Some factors do this di-

is found twice) (see gure 1)[16]. Unlike restriction

rectly, while others only communicate via intermedi-

enzymes, which are all-or-nothing when it comes to

aries. Even a short sequence will contain what looks

matching sites, the binding of transcription factors

like many sites for many dierent transcription fac-

is aected to various degrees by changes in the site

tors, and it is dicult to determine which actually

sequence. This enables ne-tuned "tweaking" of gene

determine gene expression.

regulationa few mismatches will still allow the factor

One method to bypass this problem is to look at a

to have its activating or repressive function, but to a

set of genes that appear to be coregulatedi.e., they

lesser degree.

are expressed at the same time in the same location.

It is still not clear how to best represent mathe-

It is very likely that the same transcription factor reg-

matically the sites that a given factor will bind to. A

ulates these genes. Therefore most of the promoter

straightforward extension to the consensus sequence

regions of these genes should contain a binding site for

method is to allow a bounded number of mismatches.

that factor. By simply searching for a short sequence

There is a clear tradeo between sensitivity (ensuring

which is found to be overrepresented (i.e., more com-

all known sites are identied) and specicity (ensur-

mon than expected by chance), we should be able to

ing only binding sites are matched by the represen-

nd the binding site.

tation). [19] gives the example of six short sequences

Unfortunately, the binding sites will probably not

from the E. coli genome which dier enough that in

be identical. Some type of tolerance for mismatches

order to identify all of them the model must be so

must be added to the search algorithm, which compli-

generic that a match is made every 30 base pairs (bp).

cates things considerably (otherwise a simple count of

A more powerful representation is the position-

the number of occurrences of, e.g., every 8-mer would

weight matrice (PWM). These matrices contain a

suce). Some algorithms model the motif they are

weight for every possible base at each position, so

looking for combinatorially as a consensus string with

a matrix for a 6 bp site would have 24 entries (4

a maximum number of mismatches [15], while oth-
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ers use a probabilistic or information-theoretic frame-

greatly on contextwhat other sites are nearby, the

work [13].

spacing and order between the sites, the location relative to the start of transcription, and most likely

1.3 Phylogenetic Footprinting

other conditions not yet known. All of these factors

Without being able to discern de novo the regu-

mines when a gene is expressed. Regulation will never

latory regions of genes, we know that they should

be fully understood until each of these elements are

be conserved between closely-related species.

fully understood and incorporated into a model of

contribute to the regulatory information that deter-

Like

regulatory information.

the protein-coding sequence, regulatory sequence has
a functional purpose and most mutations to it will

Few sites interact directly with the transcription

cause harm to an organism. Therefore few ospring

machinery; many aect it indirectly through interac-

who have any changes to the regulatory sequence will

tions with neighboring sites [8].

survive, in contrast to those who have changes to

combine through various logic operations to yield

sequence outside the regulatory and coding regions,

the nal eect on gene expression [11].

which should have no diculty.

Over generations,

to cis-regulatory modules tend to be of two types:

while a few minor changes occur within functional

time-/space-varying and constant (i.e., ubiquitous)

regions, large changes will accumulate in the rest.

inputs.

By examining the sequence of species at the right

at a glance to determine gene expression alone, but

evolutionary distance, we should see clear conser-

in reality they depend on their neighbors.

vation only where the sequence has a specic func-

The inputs

The time- and space-varying inputs appear

Factor-factor interactions require that the sites be

tion. Since there are known methods for predicting

spaced at the correct distance. If a pair of sites are

protein-coding sequence, we can exclude that from

too close to each other, the two factors cannot bind

our analysis and only look at the conserved patches

simultaneously.

of unknown function, which are likely to contain regulatory sequence.

The site functions

If the sites are too far apart, the

factors cannot reach each other.

For the highest accuracy, several

In cyIIIa it was

even demonstrated that two copies of a group of sites

species can be compared simultaneously [4].

without regard to spacing is less eective than one
copy with the correct distribution [6]. There are also

1.4 Evaluation

examples of known modules which need to be placed
a minimum distance from the transcription start site

Existing motif algorithms perform reasonably well for

[16].

yeast, but signicantly worse in higher organisms
[7]. Several evaluations of the many proposed meth-

The orientation of a site determines the orienta-

ods have been attempted, but the use of real genomic

tion of the transcription factor that binds to it, which

promotor sequences is hampered by the simple fact

also aects the interactions it is capable of. Modules

that no one knows the complete `correct' answer

thousands of bases away from the gene interact with

[20, 14]. For an overview of the algorithms and the

the transcription apparatus through looping, where

models they are based on, see [7].

the DNA molecule itself folds or forms loops to bring
the two regions close together. In this case, orientation is unimportant [8]. When two neighboring sites
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Beyond Sequence

interact, on the other hand, their orientations must
be correct in relation to each other to ensure that

We argue that sequence comparison alone is not suf-

the factors that bind them have their correct sides in

cient to crack the regulatory code.

Studies of the

contact. There are also motifs seen in several species

logic implemented by regulatory regions [24, 12] have

where two sites for the same factor are arranged as

demonstrated that individual binding sites rarely

an inverted pair (i.e., one site, a short spacer, and

have a direct eect. The function of a site depends

then another site in the opposite orientation) [16].

3

2.1 Function

of gene products that are amenable to computer processing.

It is not sucient to merely identify the acting binding sites.

Standardized naming allows algorithms to

use data from multiple sources.

In order to determine gene expression,

we must also determine the sites' function. Certain

scribing biological processes, cellular components and

transcription factors sometimes act positively and at

molecular functions in species-independent terms.

other times negatively, depending on the context.

In the course of analyzing the genes above, we de-

The overall function of any given module is the

veloped a cis-regulatory ontology (CRO), choosing

"combinatorial outcome" of the "unit operations" of

canonical names for the various types of function

its individual sites [8].

transcription factor binding sites and cis-regulatory
modules have.
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The GO project

manages three separate controlled vocabularies, de-

Our current list is: Spatial Control,

Quantitative Control, Repression, Activation, Signal

The Cis-Lexicon

Response, DNA Looping, Booster, Input into AND

Given that existing transcription factor databases

logic, Input into OR logic, Linker, Driver, Insulation,

[23, 17] do not contain sucient information for cis-

and BTA Communication.
These terms are nonexclusive; in fact, many of

regulatory analysis, we have started the cis-Lexicon
project. The cis-Lexicon is a database for all of the

them will often be used in combination.

types of information described above, with an em-

is marked as being the Driver, then it probably also

phasis on site and module function and logic. Only

causes Activation of the gene. It should be classied

regulatory elements that have been empirically tested

as directing Spatial (ensuring the gene is expressed

and validated will be entered into the cis-Lexiconno

in the right place) and/or Quantitative (ensuring the

putative or predicted sites or function will be permit-

gene is expressed in the correct amount) Control as

ted, because this database is intended to be a foun-

well.

dation and benchmark for future algorithms.

If a site

We initially established controlled vocabularies for

Data

the locations and times in which the cis-regulatory

will be taken only from published papers.

functions take place, but since these would have to

3.1 Dening the Model

be developed from scratch for each species and the

To develop the cis-Lexicon, we rst had to design

mately decided not to continue their use. When new

a data model: what data from each paper needs to

genes are added to the cis-Lexicon, for the time being

be extracted, what the format should be, and what

the locations and times are entered using whatever

the relationships between elements are. We began by

description the authors of the papers used. Once the

forming a team of three researchers: one computer

database grows, we will analyze these to determine

scientist and two biologists. We studied the Strongy-

canonical names automatically.

terms would not allow cross-species searches, we ulti-

locentrotus purpuratus genes gcm and endo16 [16, 24]

3.3 Streamlining the Process

in detail.
With our new understanding and informal process,
we then expanded our database to encompass nine

With the experience of several months of analysis, the

additional genes: blimp1/krox, brachyury, cyIIIa, cy-

awareness that such time cannot be invested again,

clophilin, gatae, nodal, otx, sm50, and wnt8.

and the plan of hiring additional sta, we knew that
we had to establish a formal process for adding genes

3.2 Cis-Regulatory Ontology (CRO)

to the cis-Lexicon.

There exists a well known system of canonical names

add correct information to the database.

Only then could we expect an-

notators with less experience to quickly extract and

for gene function, the Gene Ontology (GO) [1]. GO

In collaboration with Eric Davidson of the Califor-

terms allow researchers to give consistent descriptions

nia Institute of Technology, we developed The An-
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notator's Worksheet, which laid out a step-by-step
process that annotators could follow to ensure they
extracted all of the useful information without being distracted by the extra details of each paper that
aren't of concern to the cis-Lexicon. Each step is de-

Figure 2: Cis-regulatory map

scribed in an unambiguous manner such that anyone
able to understand the results of a paper detailing cisregulatory analysis can reliably follow the process. It

poll PubMed regularly for newly published material

does not require the annotator to understand all of

for our database.

the methods and details of a particular experiment.

Even with the correct papers in hand, it is still dif-

We will be testing this process by evaluating the

cult for the annotators to nd the information they

addition of the next fty genes, which have been cho-

need. A fteen-page document will contain only a few

sen from Chapter 2 of [8] as prime examples of cis-

paragraphs with the results of the cis-regulatory anal-

regulatory analysis. This chapter discusses the basic

ysis.

principles of cis-regulation and presents several genes

rather, it is spread among the details of the method,

to illustrate each point.

This often isn't consolidated in one location;

Choosing the next genes

intermediate results, and other concerns. Therefore

from this chapter ensures that there will be plenty

we have also begun developing tools for helping the

of information to nd, and that the genes will come

annotators locate this information. Our rst tool ex-

from many species and they will have been studied

tracts all of the text from a PDF paper and searches it

by dierent laboratories through dierent methods.

for key phrases which may signify useful information

It will allow us to thoroughly evaluate our annota-

activation, repression, mutation, and so on. By see-

tion pipeline.

ing a cluster of these terms in one area of the paper,
an annotator can quickly zoom in to see whether the

3.4 Literature Mining

information he needs is there.

It can also display

all of the images in a document quickly so that the

Chapter 2 is only an initial source of new genes. To

annotator can look for the quintessential diagram,

build the cis-Lexicon, we will need access to the thou-

the one displaying a map of the cis-regulatory inputs

sands of papers with cis-regulatory analysis that are

(see gure 2). Without this diagram, the paper will

known to exist. Practically all recently-published pa-

not discuss cis-regulatory analysis, and so the anno-

pers are available via PubMed [9]. We are currently

tator can discard the document as a false positive

developing tools for nding through PubMed the pa-

result of the paper-nding method (which needs to

pers containing the data we need.

be sensitive more than selective in order to ensure

We have started by collecting the keywords and ti-

the cis-Lexicon will be a comprehensive database).

tles from the papers we have already extracted data
from. The next fty genes are currently in the mid-
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dle of this process. We will use these words to search

The Cis-Browser

for additional papers in PubMed. There is a tradeo between using too few or too general keywords,

The cis-Browser is the other core component of the

which will return mostly papers in related areas that

CYRENE project.

don't contain cis-regulatory analysis; and using too

the cis-Lexicon, but more fully it is designed as a

many or too specic keywords, which will return only

laboratory for the researcher to use throughout his

a few papers. We will use our initial set of known pa-

experiments. Motivation for this is found in the dis-

pers as a benchmark, attemping to ensure that all of

parity between the format of data that is published

the papers are returned in our search with a mini-

and the format of the researcher's own notes.

mum amount of other papers. Once we have estab-

gures and graphs used in published papers display

lished a reliable method for nding papers, we can

volumes of information in a small space, and help to
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The browser is partly a view of

The

overlayed on this data.

4.2 Types of Data
The cis-Browser is capable of displaying many types
of data.
Figure 3: Cis-regulatory analysis

The simplest forms are the genomic fea-

tures, such as transcripts and cis-regulatory modules. Cis-regulatory elements are supplemented with
their functional and logic information not relevant for

communicate many of the researcher's insights into
the problem he is studying (see gure 3).

other structural elements on the genome.

As he

The Browser is also capable of displaying BLAST

is performing his experiments, however, this type of

hits. This makes it convenient to examine the con-

view is unavailable. A powerful, visual environment

text around the hitsthe sequence and surrounding

for integrating known genomic information and ex-

genes are downloaded and displayed automatically.

perimental data would allow him to better formulate

In order to reduce the time spent looking at hits in-

new hypotheses for testing in the lab.
The

cis-Browser

is

built

upon

the

the

dividually, the user can choose to concatenate all of

Celera

the resulting scaolds end to end and display them

Genome Browser [21], an application developed by a

all at once. This permits visualizing all hits and their

team of programmers over several years with constant

contexts simultaneously.

input from biologists and ultimately released as Open
Source software.

Solexa is a next-generation high-throughput se-

The cis-Browser itself is released

under the LGPL license, permitting non-commercial

quencing technology.

modication and use of its source code.

quencing,

Unlike standard Sanger se-

Solexa sequencing yields much smaller

reads (30 bp vs 400-600 bp) but with higher through-

4.1 Features

put (more total bases read in a given amount of time)

The Browser permits high-speed navigation of large

dicult with Solexa reads alone [22], it is possible to

genomic regions, fully supporting full chromosomes

map reads to existing genomes. By mapping reads to

many megabases in length.

It displays simultane-

an already-sequenced genome of the same organism,

ously both graphical and sequence views of the data,

that assembly can be veried or corrected. By map-

enabling a high-altitude view of the many features

ping reads to the genome of a dierent but related

present in a genomic region while giving the precise

species, a restricted (but inexpensive) form of inter-

residue sequence of a single feature.

species analysis becomes possible.

and lower cost. While assembling a genome de novo is

The graphical

The cis-Browser

view can pan across wide regions instantly and al-

is capable of displaying tens of thousands of mapped

lows the user to zoom to any level of detail, from the

Solexa reads for this type of analysis (described in

whole chromosome to the nucleotide level. New fea-

detail later).

tures can be added simply by selecting the nucleotides

Currently in development is a more direct method

making one up and clicking a menu item.

of interspecies comparisondrawing lines connecting
regions shared between two or more species.

Since we have been working primarily with the sea

This

urchin developmental biology community, we added

can be used to display nucleotide-level comparisons,

to the Browser the ability to download the sequence

as in FamilyRelations [5] and Atavist (citation), or

of any scaold of the S. purpuratus genome and dis-

inter-module comparisons, highlighting binding site

play every known and predicted gene (according to

conservation whose lack of exact sequence conserva-

the Gnomon models at NCBI). The binding sites and

tion and possible change in order or orientation would

cis-regulatory modules added to our database will be

elude simple sequence comparison.
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Cis-Regulatory Meta Analy-

are mediated by other factors which bind nearby [8].
The software will allow the user to specify a specic

sis

transcription factor or run for all known factors. For
a given transcription factor, the program will nd

Once the cis-Lexicon contains several hundred genes,

all sites which occur within a maximum distance (as

it will be ready for mathematical and computational

explained above) throughout all cis-regulatory mod-

analyses of the cis-regulatory code.

ules where the factor is known to bind and function.

5.1 Interactive

The co-occurrence counts will be checked for statis-

There are countless factors that in theory could de-

expected if the binding sites occurred independently.

tical signicance by comparing them to the number

termine the function of a binding site, and rather

We predict that many pairs will occur less than

than limit the use of the cis-Lexicon to predened

expected at random; this may be from transcription

algorithms that examine a few possibilities, we will

factors that are never present simultaneously (e.g.,

give researchers the ability to browse the database

perhaps they are expressed at strictly dierent times

through a variety of searches that will permit them to

and/or locations, and so will never be in the same

manually look for patterns. These putative patterns

module), but an interesting sub-case could be pairs

can then be formalized and tested through automated

where one factor actually represses the other.
Once common pairs of factors are known, these can

analysis.
Keeping in mind that a central goal is discerning

be extended to larger complexes by running the algo-

when a sequence that looks like a binding site really is

rithm on only the modules that contain these pairs

functional and what that function is, there are many

and looking for a third or even fourth factor.

useful searches or lters on modules that will aid a

process can be tested by ensuring we catch known

user in examining sites in various contexts. Modules

complexes like Dorsal, Twist, and Snail [10].

This

can be sorted by their position relative to the gene: is

There are certain classes of groups of sites that

a module immediately adjacent to the transcription

should be found. The structure of DNA itself causes

start site? Is it a long distance upstream? Is it in an

the proteins that bind to it to fall into two classes:

intron? Since sites only cause an eect by interacting

major and minor groove binders.

with other machinery, this property could be critical

tion factors are major groove binders. Factors bind-

in determining the existence of a functional site.

ing to one groove often bend the DNA to give their

Most transcrip-

Modules can also be ltered based on whether

neighbors easier access. We should be able to nd a

or not they have a certain transcription factor as

correlation between minor groove and major groove

an input (e.g., otx, gatae).

binders.

Searching for pairs of

sites (e.g., dorsal and twist) or larger groups within

We can also use this analysis to nd the factors

a given distance will also be possible (the distance

that assist in signal transduction, the transformation

limit has biological signicancetranscription factors

of signals from molecules received from outside of the

which bind nearby each other are likely to interact).

cell (ligands) to cellular state that inuences gene

Many other lters such as species and degree of inter-

regulation. The major mediator (the main transcrip-

species module and/or site conservation will be avail-

tion factor activated by the ligand) of many signaling

able as well.

pathways is known (e.g., Su(H) is the major mediator
of N signaling in S. purpuratus; see papers cited in

5.2 Automated

[16]). Since few factors aect transcription directly,

We have devised several initial automated algorithms

the mediator sites which work together. We should

to take advantage of the data we will have collected.

be able to determine which of these are mostly re-

One of the main questions is: what sites often occur

sponsible for actual activation or repression of the

together?

there are often other factors that must bind nearby

The eects of many transcription factors

genes involved.
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Given the knowledge of which factors occur together, we can investigate whether the sequence of
a binding site is aected by its neighbors.

As dis-

cussed above, while there is the concept of a consensus binding site, few sites match this consensus.
Besides allowing ne tuning of the degree of the effect of the bind, we conjecture that various sequences
give the transcription factor some exibility to interact with neighboring factors. If this is true, we should
see that a given factor is biased toward specic "mismatches" from the consensus sequence when located
near another site which it interacts with. We can test

Figure 4: Solexa mapping

this by generating alignments of the binding site sequence under dierent contexts and calculating the
Kullback-Leibler distance between the dierent dis-

great amount of time by only attempting to map the

tributions of each column.

If this conjecture turns

reads to the areas around the same genes in the other

out to be true, then we will need separate position-

species. This reduced the amount of the genome we

weight matrices for each factor in dierent contexts.

had to search to 4 million bases.
The mapped reads clearly show islands of denite
conservation for many of the genes (see gure 4) .

6

Beyond the Lexicon

The Davidson lab has already reported that testing
these patches has lead to the discovery of active cis-

Even without the cis-Lexicon, the cis-Browser is ca-

regulatory modules.

pable of assisting in cis-regulatory analysis.

6.2 BLAST

6.1 Solexa Mapping

We have also been collaborating with Gary Wessel

As described above, when comparing the genomes be-

and Mamiko Yajima to study insulator sequences.

tween two related species, functional sequence tends

BLAST support was added to the cis-Browser in

to be conserved much more than nonfunctional se-

order to compute the location of possible insulator

quence. Solexa read mapping yields an inexpensive

modules quickly and examine all of the returned in-

method to perform some interspecies analyses with-

stances.

out waiting for an entire sequenced genome. Given a

genome occur on scaolds of a very small size. View-

set of Solexa reads from one genome, only the reads

ing them one by one is wasteful and inecient. In or-

from conserved regions will be mappable to the other

der to bypass this problem we implemented support

sequencenonconserved regions will have too many

for concatenating all of the results end to end (with-

mismatches to be unambiguously mapped.

A sim-

out regard to order or chromosomal location, which

ple plot of the locations of mapped reads will display

is unknown). In this manner all of the hits and their

the regions of conserved sequence, which will often

surrounding genomic contexts (genes, etc) are visible

be functional regions.

simultaneously. See gure 5 for an example.

Many of the hits on the S. purpuratus

In cooperation with the Davidson lab, we mapped

6.3 Dr. Gideon Koren

11.6 million 25-bp Solexa reads from L. variegatus
to Strongylocentrotus purpuratus with the software
RMAP [18]. We congured the program to allow up

We have also begun work with Dr. Gideon Koren and

to four mismatches. Since we knew the genes where

Katja Odening in the rabbit genome. They are trying

the reads were taken from, we were able to save a

to determine the gene causing a phenotype of inter-
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for Phylogenetic Footprinting.

Genome

Re-

search, 12(5):739, 2002.

[5] C.T. Brown, Y. Xie, E.H. Davidson, and R.A.
Cameron.

Paircomp,

FamilyRelationsII and

Cartwheel: tools for interspecic sequence comparison. feedback, 2005.
[6] T. Brown. Tackling the regulatory genome. PhD
thesis, California Institute of Technology.
[7] M.K. Das and H.K. Dai. A survey of DNA motif
nding algorithms. feedback, 2007.
[8] E.H. Davidson. The Regulatory Genome: Gene

Figure 5: BLAST hits

Regulatory Networks In Development And Evolution. Academic Press, 2006.

est, and they have evidence that the gene is regulated

[9] National Center for Biotechnology Information.

by certain hormones. The sequence for binding sites

Pubmed home.

mediating the eects of these hormones (hormone re-

gov/pubmed/.

sponse elements) is known, but the rabbit genome has
not been sequenced yet.

We will map Solexa reads

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.

[10] Y T Ip, R E Park, D Kosman, K Yazdanbakhsh,

from the rabbit genome which are suspected to be

and M Levine. dorsal-twist interactions establish

from the causal gene to genes in a related organism

snail expression in the presumptive mesoderm of

such as human or mouse which contain hormone re-
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